Need an event that draws a crowd to your venue but doesn’t break the bank? Become part of the
2021 Heartland Pulling Series and pack the stands with a truck and tractor pull. Heartland Pulling LLC is owned and managed by veterans of the sport. We have the contacts and knowledge to
make you event a success. We’ll work with you from proposal stage to event execution to make
sure your Heartland Pull is the best it can be.
Hosting a Heartland pull is easy! We have included a list of what we provide and a list for the
promoter to provide:

What We Provide

Promoter Provides

* Flagment (starting and finish line)
* Tech officials
* Scale Official
* Entry, Results, and Payout personnel
* Insurance for pull contestants ONLY (for your
protection please visit with you insurance professional
to ensure you are adequately covered)
* Sled
* Scale
* Hook personnel
* Unhook personnel
* Web site page dedicated to your event
* Pre-Event Checklist and consultation
* HPS Announcer (additional cost to promoter)

* Dirt track measuring at least 250’ in length (prefer 300’) and 30’ wide
* Four tow vehicles (preferably small utility tractors)
* Announcer if not using HPS announcer
* Water source to wet the track
* Amplifier and sound system
* Fire extinguishers (minimum two -prefer one
every 50’)
* Advertising for the event
* Insurance for other attractions
* Equipment to maintain track surface
* Loader to assist unloading HPS scale and weighting/unweighting of sled (2,000 pound weights)
* Gate ticket takers

Booking a pull is easy - just give us a call or drop a line. We can get your date reserved right away. Prime dates in
our schedule fill up fast, so book your date today. In order to confirm your date, just pay the sanctioning fee and
sign the contract.
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